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TAPE#l
SUBJECT: LIFE HISTORY

AN ORAL INTERVIEW WITH: MRS. FANNIE MOORE
CONDUCTED BY: SARAH HONAKER

DATE OF INTERVIEW: APRIL 5, 1998
TRANSCRIPTIONIST: SARAH HONAKER

FANNIE MOORE BY: SARAH HONAKER

MRS. MOORE WAS INTERVIEWED BY HER GRANDDAUGHTER AND
DISCUSSES MANY ASPECTS OF HER LIFE. SHE DISCUSSES HER
FEELINGS OF WHAT IT WAS LIKE WHILE HER HUSBAND FOUGHT
IN WORLD WAR II IN THE NAVY, THE DAY PEARL HARBOUR WAS
BOMBED, FOOD AND GAS RATIONING. SHE ALSO TALKS ABOUT
HER CHILDHOOD IN CLAY COUNTY, WV, FOODS THAT WERE ATE
AND HOW THEY WERE PREPARED, LIFE IN THE COAL FIELDS
BEFORE THE WAR. SHE BRIEFLY MENTIONS HER HUSBAND'S
RETIREMENT FROM THE RAILROAD, SOME ASPECTS OF CLAY
COUNTY HISTORY AND GENEALOGY. MR. AND MRS. MOORE
WERE NAMED WV'S HISTORY HEROES SHORTLY BEFORE MR.
MOORE'S DEATH IN MARCH OF 1998.
"

My name is Sarah Honaker. I interviewed my grandmother, Fannie Iris Moore.
During our interview, we talked about many aspects of her life. We discussed what it
was like for her tc.• be a mother and a wife while her husband, Gregg Davis Moore, was
fighting World War II with the U.S . Navy. She told me her memories of the day they
found out about Pearl Harbor as well as the day that she found out the war was over. She
recounts some of the items that were rationed, what they had to stand in line for, where
she worked during the war, and the general way of life during the war. We discussed her
childhood in Clay County, West Virginia, and several of the foods that they ate as well as
how they cooked them. We also briefly discussed herbs and teas that were used for
illnesses. My grandmother also spoke about her life in the coal fields before the war as
well as life as the wife of a New York Central railroader. Finally, we discussed their life
after my grandfather's retirement from the railroad. They were extremely active in Clay
County history and genealogy. They researched and walked through many cemeteries in
Clay County to get their information. My grandmother discussed some of their findings.
I want to make note that they were named West Virginia's History Heroes shortly before
my grandfather's death in March 1998.

Sarah: My name is Sarah Honaker. We are sitting in my parent's living room
and I am talking to my grandmother, Fannie Iris Moore, who I call Gigi. We are talking
about her marriage to my grandfather, Gregg Davis Moore, and about her experiences
while he was away in the Navy during World War II. Today is April 5, 1998. Gigi, are
you aware of the public domain of the Oral History Program at Marshall University?

Fannie: Yes I am.
Sarah: O.K. When and where were you born? Fannie: I was born in Calhoun
County on the ninth of May, 1921. Sarah: And who are your parents? Fannie: My
parents: Romie R. West born in 1894 and died in 1934 from an accident in the coal
mines. My mother was Ada Rose West and she married .. they were married on the tenth
of March, 1917. And she was born on the second day of May, 1898. She will be 100
years old on that day 1998 and is still living. Sarah: O.K., and where and when was
Pawpaw born? Fannie: He was born on th~ eighth of October 1920 in Sunbright,
Tennessee. Sarah: And, so, did he move to Calhoun County? Fannie: No, he moved
to Clay County. Sarah: To Clay County, and you moved to Clay County? Fannie:

Mm.hmm. Sarah: O.K., and who were his parents? Fannie: His parents was Andrew
Jackson Moore ar..d Alice Mae Griffith.

Sarah: O.K., and when were you and Pawpaw married? Fannie: We was
married on the 20 th of October, 19 and 40. Sarah: O.K., and what was your wedding day
like? Fannie: A cloudy, dreary day. But the roses; we had roses still blooming, and the
miniature chrysanthemums still blooming, and we had; I was married at home, at my
home, and we lived on what was called Little Laurel Creek at Clay County.

Sarah: And, um, where did you live after you were married? Fannie: We
moved to Ward, West Virginia in Kanawha County, we lived there, moved there in
October and lived there until the next April, and my husband left the mines and went to
work for New York Central Railroad and we moved to Chelyan and lived there until he
went into the military.
Sarah: What was it like when you lived in the coal camps? Fannie: Well, it
was a clean little town. But, um, there was lots of people lived there at that time, and we
bought it at the company store, our first furniture from there and our first things to go to
housekeeping. We lived in a two room apartment. We had to carry water from the pump
in the community.
Sarah: OK, um, and so when, so after you left the coal camp, when, how did he
decide he wanted to work on the railroad? Fannie: He thought it would be a better and
an easier job. Sarah: An easier job. Did he like it? Fannie: Yes, he liked it but he still
worked long hours. But, he was really interested in that work. Sarah: So, was my
mother born during that time. Fannie: Yes, she was born while we lived at Chelyan in
19 and 42 on the 11 th of December. Sarah: And, her name is Karen Lee Moore, and
now Karen Lee Tate. OK, um, so what was it like for you when he worked on the
railroad? Fannie: Well, he didn't work regular days, he was on call out and he,
sometimes he come in and was home six or eight hours and went right back out. It was
ah, it kept you busy, but he liked it so we just accepted it.
Sarah: And how did it come about that he went to World War II? Was he
drafted or did he sign up? Fannie: He signed up and ah volunteered so he could get the
branch of service he wanted to go in. Sarah: And that was the Navy? Fannie: Yes.

Sarah: Um, what was it like for you after he left? Fannie: Well, he moved me
back to Clay to be close to my parents and his parents which I wasn't too happy to go but
I did, we did, and we lived there until he came home. I, my mother kept Karen for a
while and I worked at the Owens and Illinois Glass Plant in Charleston during that time.

Sarah: Did you like working there? Fannie: Yes, I liked working there but I didn't like
leaving Karen, but I worked there. Sarah: So, when you worked, did you get to come
home in the evenings or were you gone? Fannie: I came home on weekends. Sarah:
On weekends. Fannie: Mmhmm. Sarah: OK, and what about, were there were there
rations for food and things like that? Fannie: Sugar was rationed and some other foods
but I don't remember just what, now. Hose, silk hose, was rationed. We stand in line to
get hose when we needed hose. But I don't remember what other foods was rationed.

Sarah: Um, did you get, could you hear from Pawpaw a lot while he was gone? Did he,
could he write a lot or was there a time .. ? Fannie: Well, he wrote often, but I didn't
always get them often. Ah, he ah, he had a code that he ah, put in his letters trying to tell
us whe~e he was at. But I didn't know the people that he was talking about in the code but
his parents did so we found out that he was in the Caroline Islands during that time.

Sarah: Mmhmm. So did you have time to really be scared about him being gone or were
you so busy working and raising.. Fannie: Of course I was concerned, always concerned
and worried. We didn't have television in that day so we didn't see things like we see
now and he couldn't tell us anything,just be what we'd hear on the news or the radio or
the paper. Sarah: Mmmhmm.

Fannie: But it was a great concern to everyone.

Sarah: Now, did he get to come home any before he came home when the war was
over? Did he get to come home any during that time and see you? Fannie: He came

home that first year when Karen was a little bit past eight months old, then he didn't get
to come back anymore till' she was three; anyway. Sarah: Was it hard raising a
daughter without him home? Fannie: Sure it was hard, yes it was hard. She missed her
Daddy a lot, we talked to her about him a lot. But there, so many men was gone at that
time that it just got to be a way of life you know. I had brothers in there and Gregg had
brothers in service, so.
Sarah: And what did, like when the mothers had to go off to work and when you
had to go off to work, what happened to the kids? Did they stay with relatives while you
were workin during the week? Fannie: Well most relatives did keep children,
Grandparents and people in the family. Karen Lee's grandmother kept her and I still had
a brother and a sister at home and they spoiled her a lot. Life was hard for everyone back
then but people did work together, they were close. And, I think they loved each other a
lot more back in those days, you know, because everyone had it hard. And they was
always willin to help, but most of us did without a lot of things and if we knew we could
get it we went and stood in line to get it you know. And I know I was quite unhappy
about him being gone so long. But we did, we wrote often. The mail got a little bit better
as time went on and we would get letters more often. But we tried to be careful and never
put anything in our letters that would make the men unhappy because we knew that they
were having a bad time anyway.
Sarah: Mmmhmm. Um, Well was it hard for you when Pawpaw came home and
after you'd had aJ.l of your own responsibilities? And I know that when the men came
home, you know, they wanted to take over some responsibilities. Was it hard for you to
give up some independence? Fannie: No it wasn't hard. Sarah: I bet you were ready

to give it up. Fannie: Yes, my husband was the kind that always wanted to really wait
on me and do things like that. But we always tried to work together on it, you know. He
was gone so much that we couldn't, he couldn't, well he was very seldom there to go to a
PTA meeting but when he was he went and when he was home he went to church with
us. Always. And I said it made it hard ah because he was away from home a lot.
Sarah: So when he came home did he immediately start working on the railroads
or did he have a little bit of time? Fannie: Yes, he went right back to the railroad just as
soon as he could. They took him back. So that helped a lot knowing that he had a job
that he could go back to. And he worked on it over forty years before he retired. Sarah:
Was it different when he came back? Did he still work the same hours? Fannie: Yes.
Eventually he went on straight day shift, but he had to build up seniority to do that.
Sarah: Did a lot of your friends that you know, did their husbands have a job when they
came back or were there, was there a shortage of jobs. Fannie: No I don't think there
was a shortage of jobs; most of the men had jobs when they came back or they went into,
to school. They went back to school because they got help, government help you know,
and they went back to school and finished their education. It really was a very good time;
just them coming home was such a happy time for everybody.
Sarah: Did you know ahead of time that he was comin home? Did he get to
send you a telegram that he was comin home? Fannie: I knew he was comin home, but
it took such a long time for him to get back to the States because he was in a storm that
took em way off route. They was supposed to go into, come into Seattle and they landed
on the coast of Oregon and took more .days than what they thought it would take. And
they didn't know if they was gonna make it or not it was such a severe storm that they
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really scared and they didn't know where they was gonna come in at. And then they
bused em back to Seattle and they rode a train across the country back home. Sarah: So
did you pick him up at the train station? Fannie: No I didn't know it till he got home.
Sarah: So it was just a, you didn't know what day he'd be home? Fannie: No. Sarah:
I bet you were surprised. Fannie: Yes I was surprised. Sarah: So what was it like
when he came home? Did you have, was it hard to explain to my mother when he came
home what was goin on? Fannie: No, she knew it was Daddy. We had pictures of him
and she knew it was Daddy. She was really thrilled to see him and of course she's always
been a Daddy's girl.
Sarah: So what was it like when he went back to work on the railroads? Was it
hard for you with him being gone again so much? Fannie: No, it seemed like we picked
right up. And just got back into the main stream of life and went on, and I don't think it
bothered us much until we had his fiftieth year reunion and it seemed like after that its
bothered him some. First I knew about the storm about the storm they came back in, he
didn't, you know, tell what it was like. Sarah: What ship was he on, do remember?
Fannie: He was on the U.S.S. Autauga. Sarah: So, when they had the reunion, it was a
reunion of his shipmates? Fannie: Yes. And there was only twelve got there. There
was only sixty-five in his group and twelve got there. And, um, they enjoyed themselves.
Sarah: Of the families that came to the reunion, were a lot of them married when they
were in the war? Fannie: No, not very many of them. Sarah: The ones that were
married, when you went to the reunion, did you find that you shared a lot in common with
the women? Fannie: Yes. Yes we did. We realized then what a tough time it had been
for most of us. •Course, we was scattered all over the United States.

Sarah: OK, we're now looking at a bunch of newspaper clippings that my
grandmother took out of the newspaper while my grandfather was off in the wa:r. Fannie:
Oh, this Charles Connor was a good writer too, I liked him a lot. I don't know if he's still
livin or not. Sarah: Were there a lot of people that you knew personally that didn't
come home? Fannie: I had a first cousin that didn't come home, Clifford Rose, and we
called him Jack, and I wrote to him while he was in service all the time and he was in
England. That's where he was killed at, in England. That was a sad time. Sarah: How
did they tell the families that the soldiers were killed? Did they send a telegram?
Fannie: Yes. Sarah: Did any of your close friends, your female friends receive a
telegram? Fannie: Not any that I can remember right now.
Sarah: What about your brothers and your brother-in-laws that were in the war?
Fannie: I had one brother and he was in England. Sarah: And what was his name?
Fannie: Calvin West. And I had ah a brother-in-law, two brother-in-laws in there.
Ruby, my oldest si~ter, Ruby's husband, Virgil Drake. And ah, next oldest one, Guy
Justice was in there. Sarah: What branches were they in? Fannie: Guy was in the Air
Force, Virgil in the regular Army. And I don't think he was ever over seas. I know Guy
wasn't.
Sarah: Um, you were talking about how you had to work during the week in
Charleston. Um, where did you live during the work week? Fannie: I lived with my
oldest sister Ruby in an apartment on Wyoming street in Charleston. Sarah: So when
you went home for the weekends to see my mother, how did you get home? Fannie: We
rode the Greyhound bus up the Elk River from Charleston to Clay. Sarah: How much
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did it cost to ride the bus? Fannie: Probably not more than a dollar. I can't remember,
but it wasn't very much.
Sarah: And you were also talking about how my grandfather sent you letters
with codes in em to tell you where he was. What kind of codes did he use? Fannie:
Well, he had an aunt, or she was known, everybody called her aunt, and her name was
Caroline. And he was always referrin to Aunt Caroline and his p·arents was able to pick
that up and know where he was at. And I wish I'd kept a lot of his letters. It would have
been interesting now. This is a boy right here in my scrapbook that I knew, Darrell
Woodgar and his mother was a Hester Crookshanks of Gasoway and I knew her well.
Sarah: Uhhuh. And did he come, was he not.. Fannie: He was killed in action in Italy.
Evidently, there was several that has gotten away from me when I look through this
scrapbook I see names that I recognize. See, there's many of them I never did get in the
book.
Sarah: Since there were rations on the food, did everybody have a garden to feed
themselves? Fannie: Yes, everybody had a garden. Sarah: And, did people trade
things? Like, would they trade eggs for milk or anything like that? Fannie: Yes, they did.
And if they had more than things they needed or they used, they ah was always willin to
share. Like, you know, garden produce, and everybody picked blackberries back in those
days. Which now you can't find them in West Virginia. And ah, people was very
generous to share. This is a picture of my first cousin that never came back. Right there,
and he was married to Goldie Jarvis and they lived in Gassaway. And his parents was my
uncle, Everett Rose and Lovie, his wife Lovie of Gassaway. Gee, this book brings back a
lot of.. They've kept very well just to be packed away in the attic haven't they? Sarah:

They have.

Fannie: So many wonderful people, too, in it that I knew back then.

Sarah: When the draft started comin up and people started signin up and getting drafted,

did a lot of people get married? A lot of people that were dating, did they rush to get
married before they left? Fannie: Yes, quite a few of them did.
Sarah: Were you able to send pictures in the mail? Fannie: Oh yes, we were

able to send pictures of back home. We had to be careful what we wrote, sometimes
they'd mark ours out too. Sarah: So they opened the letters and monitored what you
said? Fannie: Oh yes. Sarah: What about packages? Could you send packages?
Fannie: Yes, I think we did but I think they had a list of stuff that you could send. I

know Gregg's brother Creed that was in service and he was in Italy, and he wanted socks.
His feet got so cold. I think he was in Italy, now, I'm not sure. But one of those
countries: France or Italy or something. Anyway, one year he got ah, he must have
gotten a dozen or two dozen pairs of socks and he said that it was the sockiest Christmas
he could ever remember. We told him he could share em so I guess he did share em with
the other people.
Sarah: So during Christmas, did they have special events for the soldiers while

they were at war to celebrate Christmas since they couldn't be at home? Fannie: Well, I
guess they did. There was a lot of canteens, and since we didn't live close to one, you
know, we just knew what we read, stories we read, and what people told us about the
parties. Sarah: What about the families that were at home? Did you all have Christmas
celebrations together to try to make it a little easier? Fannie: Yes, mmhmm. Sarah:
Um, could you find goodies to send or make them to send to t~e soldiers? Fannie: Yes,
seem to me like we could send foods, some foods, but of course they was always opened

up to check before they could get them, so. I don't remember too much about that, maybe
homemade candy or things like that we sent probably.
Sarah: What about the prices during the war? Were some things lower and
some things higher? Fannie: Well, things that was scarce usually was higher. We had
to pay more to get them I guess and they would be higher.
Sarah: What about the wages? Did you find when the men went to war and the
women took over their positions, did you get paid less than the men did when they had
the jobs? Fannie: I don't remember much about that, but I imagine we got paid pretty
good because, people, everybody worked nearly. Sarah: Do you remember a, a big rush
in the papers of people encouraging women to work and support the war? Fannie: Yes, I
think they were encouraged to do that, a lot of them. Seem like everybody was willin to
help, though. You know, they was ready to get out there and help. They was ready to
take a job and do all they could to get it over with.
Sarah: I remember Pawpaw tellin me that when he went to war, that they told
them that if they won World War II, that there would never be another war. Do you think
that most of the soldiers believed that? Was that a common .. Fannie: Well, I guess they
hoped so, that there wouldn't be another one. But think how many there have been since
then. Sarah: Did that disappoint you and Pawpaw a lot? Fannie: Yes. It especially
did. We talked about that often. Uh, it seems like every one's got worse too, you know,
it's been, I don't know if it could have been worse but it's really been bad. Every one's
been bad. I think that I went through that and your mother went through Jim being in
service, and here you are with Jamie, the same thing. So, three generations we know,

there hasn't always been a war but we've been right on the verge of one all the time.
Seem like we never know day to day.

Sarah: Were any of your father or uncles in a war? Fannie: Well, Daddy was
called to the first World War, but it ended before he had to go. I think they said he got to
the train depot to go and it ended. Sarah: Oh my gracious, I bet Great Grandmother
breathed a sigh of relief over that. Fannie: And they had ah, Mother had one brother I
know that was in the first World War, Uncle Owen. Sarah: Did he come home?

Fannie: Yes, he came home, but he always had bad health, they always said he had got
gassed I think in France. But I think he was the only one of her brothers that had to go. I
don't remember any of the others ever being there. Sarah: Well, the family's been pretty
lucky. A lot of people have made it back. Fannie: Yes.

Sarah: Did Pawpaw talk a lot about the storm he was in on the way home?
Fannie: Not until they after they had the ah reunion and a man had written a story about
it and then he talked more about it after that. Before that he just blotted it out of his mind
I think. Cause he said they was all so scared they didn't think they'd make it at all.

Sarah: A lot of, I'm sure a lot of the women were pregnant when the men left.
When they had the baby, were the men allowed to come home? Fannie: No, I don't
think so. Sarah: They weren't allowed to. Just pictures. Fannie: Some of the children
would be two or three years old before they'd see them. My first cousin's husband was in
the military but he was, he died on his way home. They think somebody killed him. And
that's another one of my relatives I remember that you know, didn't live through it really.

Sarah: Did you know anybody that was taken prisoner? Fannie: No not really, I don't
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think I knew anybody. Sarah: But I bet that always a big scare. Fannie: Well, it would
be a big worry, wouldn't it. Yes it was bad.

Sarah: OK, let's talk about when you were a real little girl after your dad died.
What was it like? Fannie: Well, I was probably about twelve maybe when dad died.
But there was three girls and two boys livin and mother was expecting another child and
she was born a few months after daddy died. And, we had a bad time. We lived on a
farm. We had to work to raise our food and we had different animals and ah, we raised a
garden and we canned our vegetables and fruit for winter time and made pickled beans
and pickled com and apple butter and leatherbritches beans. Sarah: How do you make
those? Fannie: Well you string them, cornfield beans or halfrunners, and string them,
and older people strung them up on strings and hung them up to dry. Today we just put
them on a screen and put them in the sun or in the attic where it will be hot and dry them.
And usually we cook them at New Years and have cabbage, leatherbritches, and
cornbread at New Years. And we canned all kinds of, from tomatoes ripe tomatoes and
green tomatoes to have in the winter time. Made relish, chow chow we called it. And we
always had enough potatoes that we dug for winter time, sweet potatoes too. And we had
chickens that we raised and had chicken and we always killed hogs, had pork for winter
time. Karen: Did you have a smokehouse? Fannie: Yes, we had a smokehouse and a
cellar to put food in and kept it and put your meat in the smoke house and we went to, we
always had com and had meal to make meal out of and took it to a grist meal and had it
ground. But we bought our flour I think, most of the time, which back then, a twenty-five
pound bag of flour was probably about twenty-five cents, or thirty. It wasn't very
expensive. We bought up enough of that in the fall, flour and sugar and stuff like that, till

we didn't have to go out: we'd have to walk four or five miles maybe if you didn't have a
horse you could ride, you walked four or five miles to the grocery store and the post
office. Sarah: Did you have a horse? Fannie: We had one, but it wasn't a riding horse,
it was an old farm horse. But we usually walked, us kids to the store, to Ivydale, the
shortest, everwhich town was the closest was where we got our sugar and whatever we
need. You could buy all kinds of things there like material to make clothes out of. We
made most of our clothes and ah. Sarah: With what kind of, did you have a treadle
sewing machine? Fannie: Yes, we had an old Singer sewing machine we used and there
was three ofus, four ofus girls eventually to make clothes for. My mother was a very
good seamstress though back then. Sarah: Did she work? Fannie: Just on the farm.

Sarah: On the farm.

Fannie: And she quilted, she quilted for people. And she got a

dollar for every spool of thread she used. One dollar for every spool of thread she used.

Sarah: Well, that's a pretty neat way to make money. Fannie: Well you didn't take a
lot of money back then. We had kerosene lights and we had wood and coal fires we
cooked on wood or coal fires. I think our old cook stove was wood. It was hard work.

Sarah: Were there a lot of superstitions in your family?

Fannie: Well, some,

not a lot I guess. Ah, I can't recall any very much that there were in those days. I know
sometimes people was afraid of things but I really can't think of any right this minute.

Sarah: So how did you meet Pawpaw?

Fannie: Well he lived in Tennessee

and they'd moved back to Bomont in Clay County and his mother came up to the old
Moore farm close to Wallback to pick blackberries and he came with her and he loved to
play in the old crib on the Moore property in the old barn loft. So, he spent the day
pounding nail and throwing creek, rocks in the creek, and climbing in the barn loft and

his mother got through berry picking and I said he really fascinated us. Several of us
girls, two of em was his cousins, and we was just neighbor kids, and I said, that's how,
that was the first time I ever seen him. And he had the prettiest black hair and he had ah
knee socks onJwhat they call knicker pants that came down to his kneesJand I thought he
was real cute. He was nine and I was eight. Then, I didn't see him no more until he was
seventeen or close to eighteen years old. They went back to Tennessee and lived for a
while and then came back. His father worked for United Fuel Gas and he was laid off and
he'd go back to Tennessee then to work in the timber down there. But then when United
Fuel called him back he came back and was transferred to Newton, West Virginia which
was close to the olcl. Moore farm and by then his father had died and he came back there
and lived in the old farm and kept his mother and the children, the younger ones, grew up
there in that part of Clay County. Gregg was about ready to ah graduate from high school
and we all ah we all went to church together and that was when I seen him again. So, we
got to dating and went all went to church together and finally in 1938 we saw each other
regular and I guess we fell in love for sure. In 1940 we was married then. Sarah: So,
what did you do for dates? What kind of dates did you go on? Fannie: Well we went to
church, or maybe somebody'd have a birthday parhJ,And his mother allowed us to play,
parents allowed us (they had a big front yard) and we played croquet on their yard a lot of
times on Sunday afternoon. That was where the kids'd gang up at you know, on their
front yard. And I said we had some good times. But I said we walked miles to church all
the time because that's the only place we had to go really. A lot ohimes, though people
would have birthday parties for their children or let them have parties and we'd go to
those kind of parties. Sarah: Did you have taffy pulls? Fannie: Oh yes, we had some

of them over the years, taffy pulls. I'd forgotten about the taffy pulls. Sarah: What are
those? Fannie: Take molasses and cook them and boil them down until they was real
thick. And then everyone got some of it and they pulled it and stretched it for taffy and it
turned out like hard candy. You could break it you know, and then we all ate that. I
would like to try that again. Sarah: How did he propose? Where were you at? Fannie:
Gee, I don't know now. I guess sometime when we was comin home from church maybe.
Cause we walked long distances back in those days. Young people today wouldn't dare
walk that distance. But, that's the way it was. You didn't have that kind of
transportation. Very few cars in our area during the thirties. But the forties they began to
be more. Sarah: What was it like to plan a wedding then? Fannie: Well, I don't know
if anyone really planned a wedding, it just, they just decided to get married. Because I
know there wasn'~ ah, might have been a dozen people at our house when I got married.
Some of the neighbors, and the minister, and all of Gregg's brothers and sisters were
there. Sarah: What did you wear? Fannie: I had a pretty blue dress, some kind of
crepe if I remember right, which you probably wouldn't know what that was, you don't
see that anymore. And my sister bought me a, bought a wedding cake, two tiered
wedding cake and brought it home on the Greyhound bus from Charleston and I think she
told me that she only paid about um four or five dollars, which that was a lot of money
then, for the cake. And it had a little decoration on it, a man and a bride, a groom and a
bride, and um, I don't know, I think mother let Vera play for that. Karen: No, I was the
one. Fannie: You was the one? Sarah: That's my mother talkin in the background.

Fannie: Well, I just don't know exactly what happened to it, but anyway it ah,
disappeared.
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Sarah: What was your first Christmas like? Fannie: Oh, we had a tree, Gregg
and I did our first Christmas. Well, that was after, no it was before he went into service.
And it was a small one that sat on the table and I still have the angel that we used on it
then. That's the only decoration I remember now, but I do, did keep the angel. So, we
evidently had those icicles that you put on it, I know we had some of those. But I can't
remember anything else that was on it.

Sarah: Well, when you were a little girl and you were growing up, what else did
you all do to entertain yourselves since you lived so far out? Fannie: Well, we jumped
the rope a lot. But at school we had lots of fun I guess. We had one teacher that was, we
had a lot of good teachers, but this one teacher she was young and she irritated us a little
bit. She had to come a long ways and walk in bad weather so I didn't blame her much for
getting irritated at us sometimes. But we also had to carry water a long ways from peoples
house to drink and we had a thing to put it in after we brought it. And one day there was
frogs in the spring, little frogs in the mud puddles along and my friend and I went and got
water and we brought back toads, frogs with us. And we put em in the water in the hall
where we kept it and ah after while, they went to croakin and I said the teacher, "Who
brought the frogs in here?" And she knew who did it, so she said you take em out. And
my friend said, "You take em and put em back right where you got em." Well it was quite
a little ways for us to take em back and put em in the mud puddles. So, we went up and
my friend said, "Well we'll just throw em in the road and she won't know the difference."
And she was behind us and she said, "You do not throw them. If you throw them, you'll
go gather em up and take them back." So, one time of that was enough. We didn't do that
no more . . But she had to walk through this farm where this friend lived and her brother

had a pet sheep. And it was mean sometimes, it would chase you all over the place. And
we'd turn that sheep out in the lot where she'd have to go through and it would always
run her inside of the outdoor toilet and then she couldn't get out because the sheep stood
there. Sarah: The teacher got stuck? Fannie: Yeah. Sarah: Oh no. (Laughter)

Fannie: So we'd leave her in there a long time before we'd let her out, get the sheep out
of there and let her out to go on to school you know. We just did a lot of things that we
shouldn't have done. I was up at her house to see her, she was a little bit older than I am
and I was up to her house to see her two or three years ago and we got to laughin about
the things we did in school you know. And her husband raised chickens and they had this
old hen that was something wrong with her and she just kept that back porch, wanted to
stay on the back porch close to the cellar there and we didn't want her to. I stayed with
her a lot. And um, we went and decided we'd get rid of the chicken because he wouldn't
take it back and put it in the coop with the other ones. So, he was gone, and we decided
we'd kill that old hen and bury her. We took her down below the potato patch, and that
was close to the road that come up around the hill and we dug the hole before we decided
to kill the hen. And we heard him whistling, comin up the road whistling. So, we
decided that, I think we was gonna cut her head off, but anyway I think we hit the old hen
and she didn't die. We threw her in the hole and buried her alive. (Laughter). Oh, he
would have really got us if he'd found that one out. He didn't know it until we was over.
But anyway, we got rid of the chicken. (Laugh) Cruel, weren't we? Sarah: No, it's
funny. (Laughter). Fannie: I think that's about the meanest things I ever did but she
really about to get me in trouble a couple of times. She was just like that. Sarah: Did
your sisters do mear1 things too? Fannie: Not that I know of.

Sarah: They just got
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away with em. Fannie: Her mother had died when she was young, and mom let me stay
with Marie a lot so we got into things we had no business gettin in to. Sarah: Whenever
you'd leave the teacher locked up in the, locked up or anything, did they punish you?

Fannie: Oh, no. Sarah: They didn't punish back then? Fannie: I think her dad
thought that was funny. Her brother did too. He just thought that sheep could run
anybody. Bout like a dog you know. If it was loose in that lot, and you was gonna walk
through there, you'd better watch out. It knocked his dad down and hurt his dad one time.
So, it didn't pay you to go through there.

Sarah: Um, when Pawpaw retired, you all started lookin into your family history
and doin genealogy. Did you find out any interestin things in your family histories?

Fannie: Yeah, I guess we did find out a lot of interesting things. I wish you'd
interviewed Pawpaw for his part because it was really interesting. But in mine, well I
knew, my grandrr.other had told me that her grandfather had a wooden leg, she always
said, which was a peg leg. And I said my mother told me she didn't, that wasn't true, that
grandmother hadn't said that, and I said Mom, she did, you probably forgot it. And I
said, then I found it in history, where Clayborn Pierson had wrote a history of Clay
County, and it was true that he had a, well they all called em wooden legs back then, peg
legs. But he was murdered later, so ah I don't know how he lost his leg, or why he was
murdered, but he was murdered. And that's the only thing I can remember thinking about
them being superstitious. Close to where they thought he was murdered on that hill, they
always claimed that you couldn't ride the horse through there. They rode horses all the
time back in those days. This is way back in the 1800, and ah, because they said there
was always something scared the horses when they came to that spot. It was like a

shadow, they claimed on the road. Yet today it's talked about, that spot, you know in the
road, on that mountain. It's still an ordinary county road you know, it's not a major
highway of any kind. Sarah: What about dreams? Did people believe in in dreams that
would foresee what was about to happen? Fannie: I don't believe people really did a lot,
maybe they did that I don't know too much about. But I think they felt like there could be
warnings you know, sometimes, by dreaming. They believed if you dreamed of muddy
water, there was gonna be something bad happen in the family and if it was clear water,
it'd be something good. Moving water. But, there's been a lot of tales told back on that
Murphy Creek about different things but I don't remember very many of them. I wish I'd
wrote them down years ago. Sarah: What about birds? Were there superstitions about
birds? Fannie: I don't think they paid a lot of attention to em like we do today. Maybe
there wasn't as many birds as there are today, you know. So I don't know if they paid too
much attention to em. I can remember tales they told about hawks. They would fly down
and pick up chickens, and I heard tales told about they'd pick up a child. But I don't
think a hawk is that big. But I've heard them talk a lot like that. But they were animals
then they was afraid of. I don't remember them talking about bears, but wildcats I
remember them talking about. And following them home. They'd be walking on the
road you know and they'd follow along behind them. Sarah: Did you ever experience
that? Were there ever any animals that you were afraid of near where you lived? Fannie:
I don't think that I ever remember any. They talked about wildcats but I don't remember
ever seeing one until after I married Gregg and he killed what they called a bobcat
sometime when he was out huntin and brought it home for me to see. But I don't
remember seein, and I don't even remember em talkin about any deers. There was

coyotes though I think back then, because I heard some of the older people talkin about
that in later years. Especially Gregg's aunt talked to us about coyotes, hearing em. But I
don't remember ever even hearing any. They probably was some bears, but they was
scarce back then I guess. Maybe they was more plentiful than what I know but people
just didn't talk about it.

Sarah: Did you, um, when you were real young, did the men hunt a lot for food?
Fannie: Yes, I think they hunted a lot because that's where they got a lot of their meat
was wild animals. But ah, I don't think our family, I don't know if Daddy hunted any or
not. I do know they did a lot of like wild greens, chestnuts, wild chestnuts in the fall. We
lived in Swandale in a lumber town there for a while when Daddy, Daddy worked there
before he died. And I remember them taking us out to get chestnuts in the fall and we'd
take, yeah there was plenty of mushrooms back in those days, and the chestnuts were
plentiful. We'd take bags and bring home whole bags of chestnuts. And that was a
ordeal because of those great big ol burs on the outside of em you know. But we'd go,
Daddy'd take all ofus children, him and mom, and we'd go up in the mountains beyond
Swandale and get chestnuts on a Sunday afternoon. That was the way we entertained
ourself I guess. And ah, mushrooms. Daddy was a big one to go out and get mushrooms.
I remember us going out and gettin whole water buckets full of em. And we'd have a
dishpan full when we come home, you know. They was plentiful then. Sarah: How did
you fix it? Fannie: Well, they had to be washed and cleaned, or cleaned and washed and
we cut through them. And ah, I think they just fried them then in some butter or whatever
. they had. Bacon grease probably. Sarah: What kind of game did they hunt? Fannie:
Squirrels and rabbits, and I guess there was sometimes they'd hunt deers, but deers

weren't plentiful as they-are now I don't think. Sarah: Cause of the coyotes probably
and the cats. Fannie: Yeah, and there weren't as many deers. And I don't know if they
killed anything like, well I guess maybe there was wild turkeys some. But wild turkeys
are more plentiful now than they were back then I think. Maybe before they timbered all
the land out they would have been more of them, you know. Sarah: Did you keep some
of your farm animals as pets, or were all of the animals for food, or. Fannie: Well, I
think that my sister, my baby sister had a pet lamb, and I remember it was mean too.
Very mean. And I remember her turning it through, letting it run through the house.
She'd turn it in one door and it'd go out the back door. Sarah: Oh my gosh. Fannie:
She just thought that was the cutest thing, you know. Sarah: I bet ya'll didn't think it
was very cute. Fannie: We always had a dog, though, at our house back then cause you
know if anybody come close by, you'd always hear. The dog'd make a noise. Sarah:
What kind of dog? Fannie: I guess it was a regular old hound, a regular old dog. I can't
remember that we had any special kind. But people always had peach orchards and apple
orchards and all those things. And you know what, back then, there wouldn't be people
go into em and steal em. They weren't too far away from the house. The dogs always
made noise. You'd know if somebody was around. We picked though, blackberries, and
wild strawberries were plentiful back in those days, and blueberries. We loved to go to
the mountains and get mountain tea and tea berries when we were children. I said that
Alice Faye that writes, she just can tell you so many things that we did when we was
growin up. Sarah: Does she write for the Clay County paper? Fannie: Yeah, her
story's in the Clay County paper and the Charleston Gazette too. And she knows all
kinds of herbs, which we didn't have a lot to do with those things. I said we loved poke

greens that we picked in the spring, wild greens. And we liked, a lot of wild things like
that we did like. We had lots of hazelnuts back in those days, which you don't see them
anymore growin in West Virginia. And those English Walnuts were plentiful in West
Virginia, that's a long walnut. And we'd gather walnuts, black walnuts and English
walnuts too, in the fall. And we'd just have plenty of nuts that we could crack in the
winter time. And for candies, or whatever we wanted, cake, or whatever we wanted to
use them in.

Sarah: What about when one of you, or your sisters got sick. What kind of
medicines did you use? Fannie: Some kind of wild tea of some kind. I can't recall any
that, pennyroyal tea and what they called snake root for colds or sore throats. That's the
only two I can remember. And I wouldn't know what they look like now I don't think.
Seems like there was another one they called a tansy tea but I don't even remember what
they gave that for. Just because they wanted us to drink some tea probably. It was nasty.

Sarah: Did you use sassafras? Fannie: Yes, we used sassafras I guess, I'm sure we did.
Sarah: What was school like? What kind of subjects did you study in school?
Fannie: Well, my sisters and I just went through the ninth grade. We just had like
reading, arithmetic, English, and history. We had some wonderful teachers back in those
old days. I remember a couple that we really great we liked. Hattie and I have always
talked a lot about one was Norman Ashley, and he was ah, well he had a lot of different
jobs in education. He was county superintendent at one time, and Wally Chapman was
another one that we liked so well. He was really a good teacher. Sarah: In your school,
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were all the age groups put together? Fannie: Yes, mhhmm, all ages together. The
teachers had jobs, didn't they then? They always dwelled on that writing, that

penmanship, you know. And I was a good writer till I got sloppy like everybody else.
Sarah: Did you have to memorize things like capitals? Fannie: Oh yes, all that. I

remember one teacher that was ah, we liked her so well because she was interested in
birds. And I wish I'd a kept mine that ah, copies of birds. I don't know if we drawed
them or not, or maybe she bought some that she had printed up or bought or something.
And that way we learned so many different birds, you know. Because, I wish we'd kept
ours, one of us had kept em. It's sorta hard to to keep things back in those days. Sarah:
How did they test you on what you learned if if all of the different age groups were
together? Did they .. Fannie: Had different days for different classes I think. Then when
you got to the ninth grade you took a county test. Mother felt like we had to work, you
know, and we went out and worked like going to Owens, Illinois and both of my sisters
worked for Blossom Dairy. Ruby worked for Blossom Dairy in Charleston for a long
long time. Sarah: What's that? Fannie: It's a dairy store where they sold milkshakes,
and well, like a restaurant. They had certain things you could buy to eat in there. Not
like a restaurant today, you know, its a, we hated to see them go out because they did
serve good food.
Sarah: When you went shopping, did you, was there a different store for

everything? Was there a shoe store, and a meat store, and a dairy store? Fannie: No, I
think they had a shoe store and a like department stores, they had other clothing you could
buy there,just about any. Because like in Charleston, Cox's, A.W. Cox's, and
Morrisons, O.J. Morrison's, and J.C. Pennys. We had alC. Penny's back as long as I
can remember I guess. Morrison's too, and we've lost all of those stores. A.W. Cox's,
and of course there's been a Stone and Thomas' and a Diamond. Stone and Thomas is

the only one still in business. I wrote down in some of my magazines when a lot of those
stores closed. Sarah: Were they ran by local people? Fannie: Some of em was, yes.
Very few of em, well I don't know if Diamond and Stone and Thomas probably was run
by somebody outside of the state. Cause they wasn't connected up when I remember
them first. They was connected up with other stores in New York or something, you
know. But I'm not sure. We had few, I guess, regular shoe stores. I can remember a few
in Charleston, but not very many just regular shoe stores. Karen: Do you remember the
first time you went to Charleston? Fannie: I don't really believe I do, I can't remember.
I remember when we went to Montgomery the first time because that was when Daddy
got hurt in the mines. And Sam West came and got us and took us to see Daddy. And we
got there during the night sometime, it must have been around two o'clock in the
morning. But he knew us and talked to us, but he died before the next day. Sometime the
next day, he didn't live very long. Sarah: What kind of mine accident was it? What
happened? Fannie: The roof fell in I trunk. And he, well maybe he wasn't injured all
that bad. But he got pneumonia fever, and back then there wasn't anything they could do
much if you got pneumonia. If you got pneumonia, you was sure gone. He had
pneumonia fever.
Sarah: What kinds of diseases were you most afraid of then? Fannie: Ah, TB

was a lot of that, you heard a lot of that. Tuberculosis. But I don't know of anything else
right off. You know, a lot of childhood disease killed children back in those days. By
1930's, in the 1930's well I'm sure they started giving vaccines, maybe before that time,
and it got to where it wasn't quite as bad. But if you got like the whooping cough, my
dad lost a brother and a sister both of whooping cough when they were ah, I think one of

em was a year old and the other one was maybe close to two or three. And they both died
just in days of each other. And I know my grandmother was always so depressed about
losing those two children with whooping cough. And I think there was between, and I
don't know how daddy probably survived it, cause I think they was between him and his
sister, so there's lots of children. Sarah: When the children got sick, did doctors come,
or midwives come? Fannie: If there's a doctor anywhere around, he came, but he
always had to ride horseback you know, to come back in the twenties, way out in the
country like that. I remember when we had the measles, and that was right after daddy
died, Doctor Smith from Clay was traveling through the country up there visitin people
that was sick. There was so many people sick. And it was about three days from the time
that he left Clay till he got to where we lived. By that time, we was all gettin a little bit
better. But I can remember seein him walk down that hill and it was so muddy. And he
had his boots on. He was a family doctor that went out for, if somebody called him.
Now somewheres along that way, he had to stay at somebody's house. So they kept the
doctors. And the ministers traveled like that to. They rode horse back and traveled, you
know, long distances. And they, you know what, ministers would always marry people
on the road like that when he went and then he would go back and record the marriages.
Probably a lot of them didn't get recorded maybe, you know. Sarah: What about if you
moved somewhere. How did you gather up all of your belongings and move them?
Fannie: In a horse, with a horse and wagon.
Sarah: Um, you were talking about how it took a long time for the doctors to get
there. What if a woman was expecting and knew that it was about time to give birth?
How did they get a doctor there in time? Fannie: A lot of times they didn't. Some of

the neighbor women would be there. Or, well you hear today of father's or someone else
delivering the baby, but there was always someone there. Sarah: So, the neighbors
knew what they were <loin? Fannie: Yes. Sarah: Did you have anybody in your family
or anyone in Pawpaw's family get real sick and have to wait for a doctor? Fannie: I
don't know that we did or not. When we lived in Swandale, and we had a company
doctor then, I guess we got to depend on a doctor more by that time. Before that I don't
remember anything. After that, I said, I don't remember anytime except when we had the
measles. And I don't know who called Dr. Smith. I guess some of the neighbors back on
the trail somewheres said go on to the next house and he did. But those doctors back in
those days had bad times. We had a doctor back in lvydale, I remember, Dr. Nutter, and I
remember, mom said there was a Dr. Adams where they lived, close where they lived I
think. I've heard of Dr. Adams, but I don't remember him when I was younger. But
when Gregg had appendicitis, he was sick several days. And I don't know if they took
him to a doctor until they took him to the hospital, but he was so sick that they didn't
think that he would make it. I don't even remember Mom Moore, ever hearing Mom
Moore or him say if they ever called a doctor. But the, it was bad weather and I know the
road was so bad they drove the truck I think down the creek. But when he got out of the
hospital after he had surgery, he stayed at the minister's house, the very minister that
married us later in life, house down at Valley Fork area I think it was. And they kept him
until he was able for them to take him home. Several days, I don't know how long.

Sarah: How old was he? Fannie: Well, he must have been, it was after they came back
to the old farm there, he must have been sixteen or something. I don't remember because
I just heard em talkin. I don't ever remember hearin em say really how old he was. I
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think he was in high school maybe. Oh I wish you'd have interviewed Pawpaw a long
time ago. A long long time ago. Sarah: I do too. I do too. Fannie: I'd a loved for us
to have his voice, just his voice.

Sarah: What about when you were pregnant with Momma? What was the
health care like then? Fannie: Oh it was pretty good then. We lived at Chelyan. We
had a good doctor there, Dr. Grace was a good doctor. Dr. Grace was a, and he went in
service right after, oh he went in service before Karen Lee was born though and I went to
Charleston to a regular ah, what do you call them, but anyway Dr. Hoffman was who he
sent me to because he went in the military right before Gregg did, Dr., Grace did. But he
had a brother that was a dentist there too, Dr. Warren Grace was a dentist and Dr. J.E.
was the doctor. And everybody liked them, they were real good doctors. But things
were changing fast at that time, by that time. Sarah: How long were you in the hospital?

Fannie: Ten days. Sarah: Oh my gracious. Was Pawpaw allowed to go in with you?
Fannie: He worked. He didn't get there till after Karen Lee was born. Sarah: Oh my
gosh. Fannie: You know how he got there? We didn't have a car because he could
always ride a city bus, they was plenty of city buses back in those days. And they brought
him down to Charleston on the train, on the engine of the train. They couldn't get by with
that today, but back then that was how the railroad companies were. New York Central,
the old New York Central was real good to their employees. But then it all went to Penn
Central, then to Conrail, and it changed a lot over the years. It got to be big business right
on and on, they didn't have much consideration for their employees. So it was different.

Life was entirely different.

Sarah: When there was a new baby in the family, did they

do a lot of exchanging like clothes, maybe neighbors would give clothes from when theirs

was a child and a lot of trading? Fannie: Yeah, there was always a lot of things like that,
a lot of givin you know. People gave things. And somebody got married and was goin to
housekeeping out in the country like that, they even gave canned stuff and seeds. They
saved their own seed a lot to replant you know, and they always shared them with people.
Somebody'd plant you know tomato seeds and everybody could get tomato plants. And
they didn't sell em, they, you just gave em to em you know. It wasn't like today where
I

everybody has to sell em, you know. It wasn't like that. Sarah: I guess they knew
they'd be given something later on in return. Fannie: Yes, and they did usually.
Sarah: OK, do you remember where you were when you first heard that World

War II had broken out? Fannie: We lived at Chelyan and we heard the paper boys
calling out Extra Papers, no I don't know what day of the week it was. Seem to me it was
Saturday or Sunday but I'm not sure it was. And Gregg went out to get a paper, and
that's when we found out Japan had attacked Pearl Harbor. It was on his dad's birthday,
Mr. Moore's birthday. Seventh of December. Forgot the year, 1941 I guess. Sarah:
What about the day the war ended? Fannie: Well that was a big day too. But, we was
downtown but I don't remember downtown there was such a big celebration. But I don't
remember who was with us. Isn't that awful? It just went blank. Sarah: I'd say you
were more worried about the war bein over than who was with you though. Fannie: But
I know everybody was really happy. They was a jumpin up and down and singin.
Everybody was cheering and I think everybody I knew was downtown maybe. But I don't
remember why or how come that we was down in Charleston. Sarah: Did they have a
big parade or somethin? Fannie: Oh, later they had a big one. There was a lot of

people out that night but you couldn't have had a parade there was so many people
downtown. It was packed and jammed.

Sarah: After Pawpaw retired, you all started <loin your genealogy and a lot of it
you did cemetery hoppin, looking at cemeteries. What all did you find when you did
that? What funny things happened? Fannie: Well we had quite a lot of fun because we
climbed up mountains which was good for us to do that, walking through old cemeteries
that was growin up and brier patches and over fences and everything else.

People was

nice to us, though, no one ever refused lettin us go in on their property to copy a, do a
cemetery. No one. We never had no one to say no. Some wanted em to be listed as
private, which that was alright. And I said we saw many that is ah, so grown that you
couldn't find no dates or anything. Some of em just had one or two monuments that we
could get a recording off of. One cemetery we went in just had a Spanish American War
veteran monument in it. Sarah: Wow. Fannie: And other ones we went into was, the
markers had been destroyed by people. And it was interesting, and it was something that
needed to be done in Clay County because no one had every done that. We enjoyed goin
and <loin that. And we went in ones that had different things on monuments, which I
don't remember very many of them. But, they was a, that was people's idea back then to
do different things. And in the Murphey cemetery up there in Big Otter, my great-great
grandfather Thomas Murphy did not have a marker, neither did my grandfather Joe, his
son. But anyway, they, Thomas is buried there and Joe and Joe's son Frank, all right in
there together, all three graves. Somewhere's close to that, old Thomas' wife must have
been buried there cause Gregg and I walked down on the lower edge of that cemetery
along the fence. Not for any purpose, we was just walkin along down there. And we

came upon a stone that had been at Elizabeth's grave, Elizabeth Murphy's grave, and it
had her death date on it and somebody had removed it over the years. Some man had
removed most of the markers on the top of that cemetery where the level part is, for what
reason I don't know. Now they're afraid to bury anybody up there because they don't'
know where the graves are located. So most of them are buried on the outer edge of that
cemetery which my grandparents is buried there too. My grandparents, my greatgraiidparents, and my great-great grandparents is all buried there. And on the lower end
of that cemetery, the whole, Frank Murphy's whole family is in it. Every one of his
children, and they're just along the fence like that. So that marker of Elizabeth's had to
be on the top of that sometime, up on the top part of that cemetery. But we didn't bother
it when we came upon it. We just left it there. And we've gone through cemeteries that
there'd be people buried some one way and some the other way. And we would love to
have seen a lot of them cleaned up during that time. And the one that amazed us was the
one that, where the man was a Hell's Angels vice president. And I said they still go there
and have services, that group of bike riders, and we were there some time ago and they
had, there was money on the monument. I was curious, so I picked it up to see what it
was. And it was a dollar bill, but it had been there a long time cause it had been soaked
all the way through from the weather conditions. And there was a little shot glass there.
And I guess they had themself, performed the rituals. And I understand they go back
every year. I don't know if they do or not, but I understand that. And then on up above
that cemetery, this is behind a church, the cemetery. And on up on top the hill is another
cemetery that is the old Dawson cemetery. Which the Dawsons, I've known them all my
entire life and I found out durin the time I've been workin with family history that they

are in our family history. Both mine and my husband's too. And we were really
surprised and amused about some of the things we'd find in cemeteries like that. But we
enjoyed <loin it and we got other people interested. We have other ladies that like to go
out and climb these mountains. We'd go to some that I never knew was on some of those
hills, they're just so far back. So that's been an interesting thing for us and probably was
good for our health to get out and walk like we did. So that's one thing my husband and I
really enjoyed together. We're sorry we get so old we can't do it no longer. Sarah:
What did you do with the information? Did you publish it? Fannie: Yes, we did, we put
out the first one, which is just a listing mostly, not any history to it or anything
outstanding. And that made other people get interested in Clay County that was much
younger than we are. And now the students of Clay County High School gets out and
goes to old cemeteries. And they've updated a lot of them. They've put out another book
and now they're gonna put out a third one. So it gets more interesting all the time. And
we still don't have all the cemeteries in Clay County. There's still cemeteries out there
we haven't, I can think of many we have listed people have told us that we. And our big
trouble with doing that is down through history, the years, people sold their farms.
There'd be a family cemetery. And they'd sell it to another family and maybe it'd change
to that name. But it's hard to keep up with the names, what it originally was you know.
But there's a lot of history in those old cemeteries. But we've found it quite amusing,
goin to some of them. I don't know why everybody's so provoked about you doing those
things. Lots of people is, and then there's lots of people who thinks its good work. But it
should be done. Sarah: You can find a lot of history in there. Fannie: Yes you can.
Sarah: Well thank you for letting me talk to you!
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